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The evidence is clear:  current health spending is high enough to pay for comprehensive
health coverage for all Americans—and still save money.  The major obstacles are not
matters of cost, but of politics.   But there are many issues to be resolved in designing and
planning for universal coverage, whether nationally or in the states.  Here are some of the
issues that proponents of health care for all and state policy-makers, must begin addressing:

I. Context – resources available, problems to be addressed

A. Where is the state’s health care now—issues relevant to advancing universal
coverage

1. Spending:  on what, raised from which sources (who pays and how much?), and
recent trends.  (This information, for example, will underlie estimates of changes
in spending needed to achieve universal coverage.)  Cost-shifting issues.

2. Organization and delivery of care:  caregiver configuration, efficiency,
comparisons with national levels, threats to caregiver survival, and
adequacy/quality of health worker supply.  (What care is available, and where?)

3. Political and legal issues affecting costs, quality, and access today—and relevant
to universal coverage.  Governance, and who makes decisions about care.

4. Insurance status, gaps in coverage, financial/ non-financial barriers to care,
needs for services, health status of various groups. (Who has what coverage?)

B. Possible future changes affecting the areas listed under Part A

• Which problems might worsen (threats)?

• What improvements are possible (opportunities)?

• What contingencies might arise, under various economic and political
possibilities, that must be anticipated by people working for universal coverage?

II. Outline the main methods (and assumed timelines) of winning universal coverage: 
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• Methods of consolidating payments, either through (a) tax-financed single payor,
or (b) some pooling of existing revenues with much smaller new public financing

• Mandates to buy insurance, falling on either (a) employers or (b) individuals

• Various incremental fill-ins

III. How would each of the main methods of winning universal coverage influence the
four areas of the state’s health care itemized under point I A?

1. Increases in total spending?  Changes in methods of raising the money?  Effects
on administrative and clinical waste?  Financing of new services or greater/lesser
volumes of old services?  

2. What effects on hospitals, physicians, nursing homes, home health agencies, and
other caregivers?  Effects on HMOs and insurors?  Effects on workers in the
health field?

3. Political and legal strengths and weaknesses of each approach.  Today and
under the various contingencies identified under point I B.  Needs for Medicare,
Medicaid, or ERISA waivers.  Effects on Taft-Hartley plans.  Governance options.
Who would make decisions about care?

4. Anticipated improvements in coverage, provision of needed services, and health
outcomes.

IV.  Implementation problems of each main approach, and plans to address them

1. Containing costs and raising revenue 

(a) How would costs be contained?  What budgeting and competitive methods
could be employed?  How much administrative and clinical waste would be
removed, and by what methods?  How much duplication of services would be
reduced?  How much more would be spent on needed services?  How would
cost controls be phased in?  

(b) How would the revenues be raised?  (Who would pay how much?) How
would new revenue sources be phased in?  How would the asymmetry of
pain and gain be dealt with (losers feel pain more than winners feel gain)?

2. How would needed caregivers be identified and stabilized?  How would
caregivers be made more efficient?  How would unneeded caregivers be
squeezed and how would low-quality caregivers be upgraded?  How would
adequate supplies of needed workers be trained, and how would unneeded
workers be re-trained?   By what approaches would these new provisions be
introduced, and how would caregivers be persuaded to accept them cheerfully?

3. What legislation and regulation would be required under each approach?  What
are the political prospects for securing it?

4. How to monitor the effects of the new arrangements on actual financial coverage,
on access to and use of needed care, and on health outcomes?  Address cost-
shifting and any problems with boundaries of eligibility and coverage categories.
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In addition to the above, address any other important transition and timeline issues.
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